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ABSTRACT $~qj

Laser deposits fabricated from two different compositions of 304L stainless steel powder
were characterized to determine the nature of the solidification and solid state transformations.
One of the goals of this work was to determine to what extent novel microstructure consisting of
single-phase austenite could be achieved with the thermal conditions of the LENS process.
Although ferrite-free deposits were not obtained, structures with very low ferrite content were
achieved. It appeared that, with slight changes in alloy composition, this goal could be met via
two different solidification and transformation mechanisms.

INTRODUCTION

Near net shape fabrication using the LENS (Laser Engineered Net Shape) process has
matured to the point that complex three-dimensional shapes can be reliably processed from a
CAD file. However, relatively little work has been conducted to determine to what extent the
processing conditions, especially the relatively rapid cooling rates, can be utilized to produce
unique or novel rnicrostructures. The austenitic stainless steels are often used for their elevated
temperature and corrosion properties, and sometimes for their non-ferromagnetic characteristics.
However, in castor welded materials the properties can be degraded for a number of reasons.
These materials often exhibit a two-phase structure of austenite with several percent femite
(0-10%) and in the absence of ferrite, exhibit a considerable amount of microsegregation. At
elevated service temperature the ferrite can transform to sigma phase greatly reducing toughness.
Ferrite can also affect corrosion behavior and its magnetic characteristics can limit the use of cast
material in critical applications. In the absence of ferrite, the high degree of segregation can also
degrade corrosion resistance. A large amount of work has been conducted on high-energy-
density (I-ED) welding of the 300 series stainless steels and this work has shown that alloy
composition can have a large effect on weld structure and the development of unique
microstructure [1-9]. In this study, the ability to develop unique structures, i.e. fully austenitic,
in LENS built material of 304L alloy was investigated by varying (1) the Creqmieqratio of tie
starting powders within the commercial composition range, (2) the solidification velocity via the
travel speed of deposition, and (3) the cooling rate via block build (faster) and shell build
(slower) deposition geometries.

MATERIALS

Thermodynamic programs can be used both to predict the alloy phase diagram and to
provide input into solidification models for predicting solidification behavior and microstructure
[5,1o,1 1,12]. Using these concepts, two alloys were designed wifi different WJNieq ratios [131
within the commercial 304L composition range. ne heat compositions ad Gqmieq ratios are
given in Table I. The specific CreqlNieqratios were chosen because fiey were expected to
produce single-phase austenite structures via two different solidificationhmsfomation
mechanisms when subjected to the high solidification velocity and cooling rate (estimated at
-l O,OOO°C/s)of pulsed laser welding. Under these conditions, it was expected that heat #2 would
solidi@ as primary austenite with no residual ferrite, and that heat #3 would solidify as ferrite but
then completely transform to austenite, possibly by a massive transformation. This expected
behavior can be understood using a schematic of the Fe-Ni-Cr pseudo binary, figure 1. In a
casting or conventional weld, Heat +12,with Creqmieq=1.55 (approximated by G ~ figure 1),
should solidify as primary ferrite with secondary solidification of austenite and contain several
percent retained ferrite [14-17]. However, the faster cooling conditions of laser welding were
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Table I. Heatcompositions and Cr~lNieqratios

Heat# Cr Ni Mn Si c Cr.#lie~

2 19.7 11.9 1.74 0.59 0.04 1.53

3 20.3 10.5 1.74 0.54 0.03 1.78

Hammer and Svennson equivalents: Bal Fe
Cr~”= Cr + 1.37M0 + 1.5Si + 2Nb + 3Ti
N~ =Ni+ 0.31Mn+22C + 14.2N + Cu

Composition

>Ni
Cr 4

Schematic of Fe-Ni-Cr pseudo binary showing how solidification and transformation
behavior can be affected by changing Creqmieqratio ad cooling rate”

expected to produce sufficient undercooking for this heat to solidi~ as single-phase austenite (the
dot where the suppressed y-liquidus line intersects C. in figure 1) [11,12,18]. Likewise, in a
casting or conventional weld, heat #3, with &JNieq= 1.78 (approbated by cm in fk~e 1)>

should solidi~ as primary ferrite with possibly a small amount of secondary solidification of
austenite. Then during cooling, all but- 10% of the ferrite would transform to austenite by a
diffusion-controlled transformation [15,17]. However, laser welding was expected to cause this
heat to solidi@ as filly single-phase ferrite. It may then be possible, if the cooling rate through
the 8 + y phase field is suftlciently rapid, for the diffusion-controlled transformation to austenite
to be suppressed and, upon reaching the single-phase austenite field, for the ferrite to transform
massively to austenite.

Since single-phase austenite structures were predicted for these two heat compositions
under laser welding conditions, one goal of this work was to investigate whether powders of
these compositions could also be fabricated in LENS deposits to yield unique single-phase
austenite structures. LENS deposits of both heats were fabricated using three different travel
speeds, 8.5, 17, and 34 mrn/sec to vary the solidification velocity, and two different
configurations, shells and blocks, to vary the cooling rates. The shells were made with a single-
width line deposit to build 6.35 cm square shells several cm high. The slice height of each
individual layer was approximately 0.254 mm with a width of 0.5 mm. Blocks 7.6 cm long and
9.5 mm wide were built using alternating layers with a 90° orientation. Slice height of each layer
of the several-cm high deposit was approximately 0.254 mm, and the hatch width was
approximately 0.4 mm. Cooling rates for the shell builds were measured at -3500 °C/s. Although
cooling rates for the block builds were not measured, they are estimated to be a factor of 1.5-2
greater in the interior of the builds than for the shell builds. After the LENS deposits were
fabricated, pulsed YAG laser welds were made on some deposits to veri& the predictions of the
thermodynamic programs and solidification models that single-phase austenite structures would
be produced in these specific compositions under very fast cooling rates.
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RESULTS

The microstructure of the pulsed YAG laser welds made on the LENS deposits of both
heats are shown in figure 2. Figure 2a shows the single-phase austenite microstructure of heat #2
as predicted for this alloy composition under rapid cooling rates. This microstructure is
characteristic of primary austenite solidification. The fine columnar dendritic solidification
structure resulting from a small degree of microsegregatio% even under the rapid solidi13cation
and cooling rates, is clearly visible. Figure 2b shows the microstructure of heat #3 that also
appears to be single-phase austenite. It is likely that, as predicted, this weld solidified as single-
phase ferrite and transformed completely to austenite during the rapid cooling conditions leaving
a fme-grained, single-phase structure. It can be seen that although both microstructure are
single-phase austenite, they differ considerably due to their different solidification and
transformation histories.

By contrast, all LENS deposits of both heats contained varying amounts of residual ferrite.
The microstructure of a block build LENS deposit of heat #2 is shown in figure 3. The lower
magnification of figure 3a shows the two 900-orientations of the individual LENS deposits.
Figure 3b at higher magnification shows a region of overlapping passes resulting in two different
growth directions. Unlike the laser weld microstructure, the LENS deposit consists of two
phases, ferrite and austenite, resulting from primary ferrite solidification and subsequent

(a)
Figure 2. Optical ‘~crostructures of laser welds made on L’ENSdeposits from

(a) heat #2 (note dendrites evident at A), and (b) heat #3.

(a) (b)
Figure 3. Optical microstructure of heat i#2block builds showing (a) different layers and

LENS passes. (b) Higher magnification showing region of pass boundary and
different solidification growth direction. Dark phase is ferrite along dendrite cores.



transformation on cooling. TEM studies were conducted on tie heat #2 block to determine the ~
nature of the ferrite and the degree of microsegregation. A low magnification STEM image is
shown in figure 4a. The ferrite (dark phase) is distributed along the center of the original
dendrite cores. Evidence of microsegregation is also visible due to the differences in polishing
rate resulting from the changes in composition. STEM traces were made in two locations: from
ferrite in one cell core to ferrite in the adjacent cell core, and also across several solidification
cells free of ferrite. The resulting concentration profiles for Ni and Cr between two ferrite
particles within adjacent dendrite cores are shown in figures 4 b and c. It can be seen that the
cell boundary located between the ferrite is enriched in Ni and depleted in Cr, while the ferrite is
enriched in Cr and depleted in Ni. This segregation behavior is a result of partitionhg both
during solidification, where Ni partitions to the liquid, and also during the subsequent solid state
transfomnation of ferrite to austenite where Ni partitions to the austenite and Cr to the ferrite.
Figure 5a shows a region of the same sample in which the cell boundaries are free of ferrite.
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Figure 4. (a) STEM image from heat #2 block build showing ferrite along dendrite
cores. Note both vermicular (v) and acicular (a) morphologies. (b) and (c)
Profiles for Ni and Cr between the two ferrite particles (arrows) in (a).



The profiles in figures 5 b and c show the Ni and Cr concentrations across the cellular structure”
where the solidified ferrite transformed completely to austenite. Considerable residual
segregation exists as a variation in Ni of -3wt% and Cr of -2wt0/& These profiles are also
characteristic of primary ferrite solidification.

It was difiicult to identi~ individual austenite grains in the STEM and TEM bright field
images in heat #2 since much of the grain boundary is coincident within ferrite-austenite
boundaries. However, elongated grains -10 ~m wide were clearly visible in TEM dark field and
have aspect ratios of-2-4 to one, with solidification cells oriented parallel to the long direction.
TEM results showed there were two general morphologies of the ferrite, both of which can be
seen in the STEM image in figure 4a. In some grains an elongated vermicular ferrite structure
nearly parallel to the cells existed, while in other grains a more acicular ferrite structure existed
at an angle to the cell core. All the ferrite within one grain had the same crystallographic
orientation. It was found that the acicular structure exhibited a Nishiyama-Wassermann (N-W)
orientation relationship [19, 20] between the ferrite and austenite. The microstructure of the
shell builds of heat #2 were similar to those of the block builds shown in figures 3 and 4. Also,
there was little observable microstictural difference resulting from change in travel speed (i.e.
solidification velocity) for both the shell and block builds.

In contrast to heat #2, the microstructure of the shell and block builds of heat #3 were
visually quite different, but again changes in travel speed had no apparent microstructural effect.
The microstructure of the shell build is shown in figure 6. In the low magnification micrograph
in figure 6a the individual passes are clearly visible. A region at the interpass boundary is
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Figure 5. (a) STEM image of ferrite-free cellular structure in block build of heat #2
showing location of trace across several cells free of ferrite. (b) and (c)
Resulting concentration profiles for Ni and Cr.
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shown in figure 6b. A fairly complex structure exists with a mixture of grain sizes and internal’
twins. The dark phase in the microstructure is ferrite, primarily of a lathy morphology [1].
TEM showed that this ferrite was of similar composition to that in heat #2 shown in figure 4,
i.e. enriched in Cr and depleted in Ni.

On the other hand, the microstructure of the block build of heat #3 more closely resembled
the laser weld in this material shown in figure 2b. The optical microstructure of the heat #3
block build is shown in figure 7. The lower magnification in Figure 7a shows what appears to be
a free-grain, single-phase structure except for a band in the heat-affected-zone (H.AZ)at the
interpass region apparent near the top of the micrograph. This band contains some second-phase
ferrite. A higher magnification image taken near the center of a pass is shown in figure 7b where
a more duplex structure exists with large grains near tie center of the micrograph and regions of
smaller grains at the right side. At this magniilcation some femite is observable as small dark
spots, especially in the free-grain regions.

TEM was also conducted on the block build of heat #3. The solidification cell structure
was not as evident as it was in the ferrite-free regions in the build of heat #2. However, there
were a few regions where a faint network of slightly denser-appearing material existed that may
correspond to solidification cells. Also, there was much less ferrite present than in the block

(a) (b)
Figure 6. Optical rnicrographs of shell build in heat #3 showing (a) different LENS passes,

and (b) higher magnification of interpass region showing ferrite morphology.

(b)
Figure 7. Optical micrographs of block build of heat #3. Note in (a) ferrite in HAZ at interpass

boundary near top of micrograph and remaining apparent single-phase structure.
(b) Note some residual ferrite more highly concentrated in the finer-grain region.



build of heat #2. The austenite grains exhibited a duplex structure, either roughly equiaxed, large
grains 10s of pm in size and often internally twinned, or groups of smaller grains, 2-4 pm in size.
This grain structure is consistent with the optical rnicrograph shown in figure 7b. The groups of
small grains tended to have a common crystallographic direction, i.e. texture, although their
boundaries were wide-angle boundaries. These smaller grains tended to be elongated and
associated with more ferrite particles than the large equiaxed grains. Ferrite particles tended to
be located at grain boundaries in the small-grain regions, although some intragranular ferrite was
also observed. The ferrite at the grain boundaries tended to be along the elongated boundaries
which were roughly parallel from grain to grain. This morphology may mimic the solidification
cell morphology, although this has not been verified. If so, the cells would be -2 ~m wide.

The larger equiaxed grains usually contained a few ferrite paticles per grain within the thin
foil section, and all particles within a given grain were elongated in the same direction
suggesting a prior solidification cell structure. A cellular dislocation structure with tangled walls
and cell size typically 0.5-1 pm was also present within the large grains, figure 8a. There was
also a prevalence of long, thin@ 0.1 pm wide) ferrite particles on the grain boundaries of the
large equiaxed grains, figure 8b. In the limited regions examined it appeared that as much as 10-
20% of the grain boundary area contained ferrite. This is significantly more than was found on
the grain boundaries in heat #2. Also observed were a few isolated regions of ferrite in long, thin
parallel laths, i.e. lathy (or acicular) ferrite, similar to that shown in the optical micrograph of the
shell builds in figure 6. Such regions are thought to be associated with the interpass boundaries
shown in figure 7a.

STEM EDS analysis was conducted on the heat #3 block build to determine both the
composition of the ferrite and to what exten~ if any, microsegregation resulting from
solidification or solid state transformations existed. In all cases the ferrite was highly enriched in
Cr and depleted in Ni compared to the austenite, similar to that shown in figure 4. Results of an
analysis for Ni and Cr conducted across austenite in the large grain region are shown in figure 9.
Figure 9a shows the trace where the analysis was taken. The profiles in figures 9b and c show
that the Ni and Cr concentrations are fairly homogeneous with no clear evidence of
rnicrosegregation, suggesting a massive transformation from ferrite to austenite may have
occurred. The measured value of both elements varies by only -1 WtO/O,compared to the -3wt0/0
variation observed in the heat #2 block build, figures 5 b and c.

(a)

Figure 8. (a) Dislocation cell structure in large austenite grain in heat #3 block build.
(b) lhin ferrite layer (arrow) on austenite grain boundary.
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Figure 9. STEM image in center of large grain of heat #3 block build showing trace where

EDS analysis was made. (b) and (c) Concentration profiles for Ni and Cr.

DISCUSSION

There are several mechanisms by which single-phase austenite can be obtained in rapidly
solidified 304L deposited material. One is for solidification to occur completely as austenite.
Another is for solidification.to occur as ferrite, which becomes homogenized during both
solidification and cooling in the single-phase ferrite region, and then transforms to austenite
during rapid cooling where the transformation occurs massively without any long-range
diffusion. If cooling is not sufficiently rapid, partitioning of alloying elements between the two
phases occurs during the transformation of ferrite to austenite in the two-phase field, see figure 1.
A third possible mechanism exists in lean alloys in which the two-phase field is fairly narrow
and the transformation is completed at sufficiently high temperature [21]. In this case the
difision-controlled transformation of ferrite to austenite may go to completion and leave no
retained ferrite.

In heat #2 it was clear that the solidification conditions were not sufficiently rapid to
provide the necessary undercooking for solidification to occur as austenite. It was clear from the
ferrite morphology and STEM analysis that solidification occurred as primary ferrite. However,
there were some regions of cell boundaries where residual microsegregation of Cr and Ni was
detected, figure 5, but the cell cores were free of ferrite. It is likely that these are regions in
which the transformation of ferrite to austenite went to completion as discussed above. Grains
containing the verrnicular ferrite likely solidified in a peritectic reaction with secondary austenite
growing from the melt [22], whereas grains containing the acicuku ferrite solidified completely



as ferrite. In the latter case, austenite then nucleated in the Ni-enriched cell boundaries with the
low-energy N-W orientation relationship. Thus heat #2 did not solidi@ as primary austenite as
predicted for the high solidification rates, but this may possibly be achieved by adjusting the
Cr,@Ji.~ ratio to a slightly lower value [17].

With the composition of heat #3, it appeared that the cooling rates of the pulsed YAG laser
welds were sufficiently fast to suppress the difision-controlled transformation of ferrite to
austenite. Instead, the solidified ferrite likely transformed massively to single-phase austenite.
However this was not the case for the LENS deposits. In the shell builds, although there were
internally twinned large-grain regions, ferrite was distributed throughout the deposit.

The cooling rates of block builds of alloy #3 did produce a structure that was very low in
ferrite content. The exception was in some H.AZregions at the interpass boundaries, where more
ferrite appeared to form by re-heating during subsequent passes into the ferrite phase field, or
two-phase ferrite + austenite field, and did not completely re-transform during cooling. In the
remainder of the microstructure almost all the ferrite transformed to austenite during cooling.
However, unlike some HED welds [1,5], the residual ferrite and austenite were of much different
composition, whereas a massive transformation would occur with little change in composition.
Also, in many cases thin regions of ferrite were observed along grain boundaries although no
evidence of microsegregation could be detected with STEM EDS in the ferrite-free regions. This
lack of segregation was also noted in the massively transformed HED welds.

There was a large difference in grain structure of the block builds made from the two heats.
The grains in heat #3 were freer, more equiaxed, facetted, and more internally twinned than those
in heat #2. These grain-structure features, lack of microsegregation, and large regions free of
ferrite in the block builds are consistent with a massive transformation [23]. However, the large
difference in composition between the residual ferrite and austenite shows that those regions of
the microstructure containing residual ferrite transformed by.long-range diffusion. It is also
possible that in the ferrite-free regions, the diffhsion-controlled transformation went to
completion similar to some of the regions observed in heat #2, figure 4. Thus it is possible that
both types of transformation, diflbsion-controlled and massive, occurred in heat #3 which would
help explain the reduced amount of ferrite in the block builds. It can be expected that the
differences in solidification mode, ferrite/austenite vs. filly femite, will also affect (reduce) the
final degree of microsegregation.

SUMMARY

Two alloy variations were designed within the commercial composition range of 304L
stainless steel to determine to what extent single-phase austenite structures could be fabricated in
LENS deposits. Pulsed YAG laser welds on LENS deposits of the two heats did produce single-
phase austenite structures, one a direct product of solidification and the other a product of
massive transformation of ferrite to austenite. It was found that the LENS fabricated heat of
lower CrJNie~ ratio, unlike the laser weld, solidified as primary ferrite, likely with some grains
solidi~ing completely as ferrite and others with some secondary solidification of austenite. This
was concluded from differences in retained ferrite morphology. However, with a slightly lower
CrJNi,~ ratio, a single-phase austenite structure maybe achieved directly as the solidification
product. In this case a certain degree of microsegregation would exist.

LENS fabricated heat #2 with the higher CrJN& ratio solidified completely as primary
ferrite. However, unlike the laser weld, not all the ferrite transformed to austenite upon cooling.
The amount of ferrite retained was much less in the more rapidly cooled block builds than in the
slower cooled shell builds. It was unclear if some of the structure transformed massively,
although large differences between ferrite and austenite compositions showed that some, if not
all the structure transformed by a long-range diffusion transformation. It is possible that, with
slight modifications in composition, the LENS cooling rates of the block builds maybe
sul%ciently rapid to produce a massively transformed, homogeneous single-phase austenite
structure.
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